


AMS-F023# 

L88xW88xH88cm

AMS-CJ004#

φ80xH30cm
φ50xH48cm

AMS-F028A#

L340xW105xH68cm
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OUTSTANDING

Elegant style
Modernism's unique style, excellent design generosity with spirit, concise 

contains dignity, can greatly meet the user's comfort, practical, aesthetic 

requirements, give you a elegant, romantic, leisure environment.
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Simple life

About space

SOFA
Show the elegant art of life, the way of life that expresses 

individuality,Without the slightest burden or burden,Let go of that 

gorgeousness for life,Bring simplicity to the extreme.Behind every 

gorgeous turn,Contains minimalist livingism.

AMS-F031#

L186xW88xH75cm
L226xW88xH75cm
280xW88xH75cm

Magic lines
The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-F216#

L115xW104xH67cm
L180xW104xH67cm
L220xW104xH67cm
L270xW104xH67cm
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AMS-Y171#

L92xW128xH108cm AMS-A010#

L200xW105xH85cm
L 250xW105xH85cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.

 We are looking for the new expression of life 

andart, trying to turn the  abstractive beauty 

intothe concrete things.Although perfection 

isdifficult to realize, but we always take it as 

our spiritualpursuit and even a belief.

Life is refined and perfect because of the art of thought.

ERGONOMICS

UNIQUE SHAPE

FASHION COLOR

  L 75xW93xH66cm

AMS-Y166#

 L 84xW57xH63cm
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AMS-Y633#

AMS-CJ166#

φ35x40Hcm

L61xW61xH76cm

AMS-F027#

L245xW96xH70cm
L310xW96xH70cm
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Magic 
lines

The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, 

with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains 

the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-CJ009# 

L138xW80xH38cm

AMS-F027#

L245xW96xH70cm
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AMS-F030#

L145xW100xH85cm
L245xW100xH85cm
L280xW100xH85cm
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Art of 
living
Show the elegant art of life, 

the way of life that expresses individuality, 

Without the slightest burden or burden, 

Let go of that gorgeousness for life, 

Bring simplicity to the extreme. 

Behind every gorgeous turn, 

Contains minimalist livingism.

AMS-F030
L280xW100xH85cm
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AMS-F029#

L73xW90xH75cm
AMS-F033#

L260xW126xH78cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.

 We are looking for the new expression of life 

andart, trying to turn the  abstractive beauty 

intothe concrete things.Although perfection 

isdifficult to realize, but we always take it as 

our spiritualpursuit and even a belief.

Magic lines
The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-CJ005#

φ80xH42cm
φ48xH48cm

AMS-F033#

L260xW126xH78cm

AMS-F212#

L388xW90xH70cm

L43xW100xH35cm
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Simple life

About space

SOFA
Show the elegant art of life, the way of life that expresses 

individuality,Without the slightest burden or burden,Let go of that 

gorgeousness for life,Bring simplicity to the extreme.Behind every 

gorgeous turn,Contains minimalist livingism.

AMS-F213#

L460xW100xH78cm
L274xW100xH78cm

EXPRESS
personal life and show
Love is very simple, love is a demand. Each style of AMONS sofa 

will wait for your love and cherish with its broad mind. People love 

it will throw into its bosom wholeheartedly, feeling love form each 

other.

AMS-F214#

L395xW180xH65cm L35xW90xH43cm
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AMS-F026#

L89xW101xH72cm
L133xW101xH72cm
L175xW101xH72cm
L102xW101xH72cm

AMS-Y171# enjoyment.
In every warm morning, a smile and a greeting 

convey each other's kindness and sincerity at 

any time, and the meticulous care is moved by the 

sincerity and beauty in life.

L92xW128xH108cm
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AMS-F215#

L122xW95xH100cm
L200xW95xH100cm
L238xW95xH100cm
L260xW95xH100cm

AMS-F222#

L333xW100xH85cm

Simple life

COMFORTABLE

Increasing the life's quality and tase,creating 

cozy living environment for modern life.

Interspersing the life with poety apparenting 

modern within connotation bring you the 

feeling of home.
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EXPRESS
personal life and show
Love is very simple, love is a demand. Each style of AMONS sofa 

will wait for your love and cherish with its broad mind. People love 

it will throw into its bosom wholeheartedly, feeling love form each 

other.

AMS-F217#

L121xW96xH70cm
L188xW96xH70cm
L254xW96xH70cm

AMS-F025
φ71xH72cm 
φ53xH48cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.

The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, 

with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains 

the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-F038
L99xW90xH65cm
L160xW90xH65cm
L210xW90xH65cm
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Art of 
living
Show the elegant art of life, 

the way of life that expresses individuality, 

Without the slightest burden or burden, 

Let go of that gorgeousness for life, 

Bring simplicity to the extreme. 

Behind every gorgeous turn, 

Contains minimalist livingism.

AMS-F218#

L114xW90xH83cm
L172xW90xH83cm
L232xW90xH83cm
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Magic lines
The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-F032#

L255xW90xH75cm

AMS-F034#

L80xW92xH80cm
L158xW92xH80cm
L220xW92xH80cm
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AMS-F035#

L120xW100xH70cm
L185xW100xH70cm
L235xW100xH70cm
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AMS-F219#

L120xW92xH70cm
L360xW92xH70cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.

AMS-F220#

L108xW90xH72cm
L168xW90xH72cm
L215xW90xH72cm

AMS-F036#

L235xW100xH78cm
L285xW100xH78cm

AMS-F037#

L280xW110xH76cm
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AMS-Y168#

L75xW86xH83cm

AMS-JC008#

L90xW90xH36cm
L50xW40xH45cm

AMS-F221#

L215xW105xH85cm
L195xW105xH85cm
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Simple life

QUALITY

COMFORTABLE
Increasing the life's quality and 

tase,creating cozy living environment 

for modern life.Interspersing the life 

with poety apparenting modern within 

connotation bring you the feeling of 

home.
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EXPRESS
personal life and show
Love is very simple, love is a demand. Each style of AMONS sofa 

will wait for your love and cherish with its broad mind. People love 

it will throw into its bosom wholeheartedly, feeling love form each 

other.

AMS-C307#

L213xW203xH103cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.

AMS-C41#

L229xW206xH116cm

AMS-C302#

L216xW221xH101cm
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OUTSTANDING

Elegant 
style
Modernism's unique style, excellent design generosity 

with spirit, concise contains dignity, can greatly meet the 

user's comfort, practical, aesthetic requirements, give 

you a elegant, romantic, leisure environment.

AMS-C301#

L225xW230xH106cm
AMS-C959#

L230xW220xH92cm
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Magic 
lines
The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, 

with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains 

the elements of ergonomics theory.

AMS-C306#

L227xW219xH112cm AMS-C308#

L225xW209xH96cm
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Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.

AMS-C39#

L228xW196xH100cm

AMS-C40#

L225xW210xH108cm
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L80xW28xH68cm
AMS-F07#

L56xW56xH68cm

L45xW35xH43cm

Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.
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AMS-F01#

L83xW76xH76cm
AMS-F00#

φ50xH50cm

AMS-Y21#

L75xW68xH73cm
L75xW68xH95cm

AMS-F02#

L70xW86xH75cm
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OUTSTANDING

Elegant style
Modernism's unique style, excellent design generosity with spirit, concise 

contains dignity, can greatly meet the user's comfort, practical, aesthetic 

requirements, give you a elegant, romantic, leisure environment.

AMS-Y28#

L70xW80xH102cm
L60xW46xH38cm AMS-Y91#

L90xW85xH72cm
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Magic 
lines
The crystallization of inspiration and creativity, 

with a sculptural appearance, deduces the 

connotation of modern beauty, and maintains 

the elements of ergonomics theory.

classic of 
vision
There are delicacy there are more optional 

and more artistic , The sensibility united into 

nous ,the lie fallow and the lie fallow and the 

applied have possessed consistent , We 

now tell you let the common life become 

interest and make the outstanding art have 

diversificatipn mien .

AMS-C036#

L84xW95xH90cm

AMS-Y92#

L58xW54xH73cm
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Attitude 
towards 
life.
In the tense and noisy urban life, we need a 

quiet little world to clarify our mind.Sometimes, 

we just need such a simple attitude of 

revealing rationality and meditation.

Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of 

life andart, trying to turn the  abstractive 

beauty intothe concrete things.Although 

perfection isdifficult to realize, but we 

always take it as our spiritualpursuit and 

even a belief.

AMS-Y93#

L90xW85xH67cm

AMS-Y94#

L76xW92xH80cm

AMS-Y95#

L62xW75xH78cm
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AMS-F024#

L75xW85xH80cm

AMS-Y89#

L82xW72xH78cm

enjoyment.
The creation of a home is not just a living 

space, but a dream, enjoyment, and cultural 

connotation. Every piece of furniture and 

every detail of every piece of furniture can 

reflect the mind and soul of the occupants. 

There is also the condensation of emotions.

AMS-Y97#

L213xW203xH103cm

AMS-Y26#

L88xW105xH93cm
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classic of 
vision
There are delicacy there are more optional 

and more artistic , The sensibility united into 

nous ,the lie fallow and the lie fallow and the 

applied have possessed consistent , We 

now tell you let the common life become 

interest and make the outstanding art have 

diversificatipn mien .

Ultimate 
beauty.
 We are looking for the new expression of life 

andart, trying to turn the  abstractive beauty 

intothe concrete things.Although perfection 

isdifficult to realize, but we always take it as 

our spiritualpursuit and even a belief.

AMS-Y20#

L90xW90xH100cm

AMS-Y99#

L78xW78xH80cm

AMS-Y98#

L61xW53xH79cm

AMS-F6
L75xW90xH86cm

AMS-CJ01#

L46xW36xH46cm
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AMS-Y2208#

1#

L68xW70xH80cm
8#

L120xW53xH40cm

2#

L100xW37xH42cm

5#

L106xW61xH76cm

 3#

L39xW36xH46cm

6#

L39xW53xH76cm

L75xW85xH112cm
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OUTSTANDING

Elegant style
Modernism's unique style, excellent design generosity with spirit, concise 

contains dignity, can greatly meet the user's comfort, practical, aesthetic 

requirements, give you a elegant, romantic, leisure environment.

AMS-F002#

L32xW40xH43cm
AMS-F003#

L35xW35xH43cm

AMS-CJ007#

φ80xH38cm
φ60xH49cm
φ40xH55cm

AMS-CJ447#

L130xW70xH26cm
L60xW60xH45cm

AMS-448#

L120xW70xH35cm
Φ70xH45cm
Φ50xH55cm

AMS-449#

L120xW90xH26cm
L90xW90xH33cm
L60xW60xH45cmL44xW22xH48cm
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AMS-CZ510#

L200xW100xH75cm
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Detail.
With simple style, exquisite craft, bold and 

creative environmental protection material 

selection, we can deduce refined and refined 

fashion products.

varied styles
We have been using art to think about the 

deeper aspects of life, so that the products 

are artistic, and can more reflect human care. 

Give you the most reliable and reassuring 

care.

AMS-CZ510#

L200xW100xH75cm

AMS-CZ512#

L180xW100xH75cm

AMS-CZ513#

L220xW100xH75cm

AMS-CY1205#

L66xW57xH83cm
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enjoyment.
The creation of a home is not just a living space, 

but a dream, enjoyment, and cultural connotation. 

Every piece of furniture and every detail of every 

piece of furniture can reflect the mind and soul of 

the occupants. There is also the condensation of 

emotions.

AMS-CZ511#

Φ130xH76cm

L130xW86xH76cm

AMS-CZ511#
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AMS-CT02#

Φ135xW85xH75cm

AMS-CT12#

Φ135xW85xH75cm

AMS-CT515
Φ135xW85xH75cm

AMS-CT938# 

Φ135xW85xH75cm
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